Introduction
The Rotary Inverted Pendulum (RIP) system is a multivariable, unstable, complex, non-minimum, unstable system. A majority of design technique in modern control theory is based on the state feedback configuration. Classical method like conventional PID control has a simple structure, but only places the dominant pair of poles to desired location hoping that higher order poles do not affect the second order approximation. Second drawback of classical design is that if parameters of plant change the adjustable parameters are difficult to tune [1] . To overcome these drawbacks it is better to use state space design techniques. Pole Placement is one of them. This design technique places all the poles to be placed at predefined locations. If plant is type 0 system then we have to use pole placement with integrator to eliminate error [2] .
Various techniques are described for swinging up of pendulum rod that is to bring the pendulum rod from down hanging stable position to the upright unstable position. But these techniques use feedback mechanism. Swing up becomes bit difficult and tricky if there appears error in the feedback mechanism may be due the improper working of sensors. Therefore, a more simple way to swing up is based on natural frequency of pendulum. It can be calculated either experimentally by measuring time period using stopwatch or by calculating the time period of the oscillation based on the pendulum rod. During swing up pendulum change its direction at every half of time period of pendulum except very first time where it changes its direction at one fourth of its time period. If we apply a changing constant control input based on time period to the arm of pendulum, we can swing up the pendulum without any feedback from RIP system.
II.

Mathematical Model Of The System
The GoogolTech Rotary inverted pendulum (GRIP2001) is used in the experiment as shown in Fig. 1 . It is driven by a Panasonic AC servo motor which is controlled through a motion controller card (GT400-SV). The horizontal rotation of the arm (θ) is actuated by an electromotor. The pendulum rod is connected to one end of the pivot arm and is free to rotate in vertical plane (α) and is not actuated. As the system has two degrees of freedom and only one actuator, it is called an under-actuated system [3] . After simple algebraic manipulation in Eq.
(1) we obtain the following state-space representation of the RIPsystem for GRIP (2001)
where θ, α, θ̇ and α̇ are the state variable of the plant.
III. Natural Frequency Based Swing Up Controller
The swing-up controller swings the pendulum from the initial vertically downward position to vertically upward position. If pendulum has a length of 2 and its centre of mass is located at its geometric centre. Where is the length between rotating and mass centre of pendulum rod as shown in figure 2. Then natural frequency for small oscillations of the pendulum is given by 
where is time period of oscillation which is fixed for individual pendulum. We can find the time period using above formula or experimentally. In experimentally we apply an impulse at pendulum and measure the time period. Based on this time period we can decide the direction in which we move the arm to feed the energy to the plant for the swing up. Time period of GRIP (2001) pendulum is 1.23 sec. In this method no feedback from plant is required and decision is based on the time which is given by the clock in Simulink. Starting from the rest pendulum first changes its direction at T/4 second and after that every T/2 second direction change repeatedly. So using the clock we decide at which time reverse the direction of movement of arm to feed the energy in the plant for swing up the pendulum.
IV. Pole Placement With Integral Control
Pole placement controller is not able to eliminate error if plant has no integrator (type 0 plants) because it feed only proportional and derivative of state variable we want to control. The basic principle of design of type 1 servo system is to insert an integrator in the feed forward path between the error comparator and the plant as shown in Fig. 4 [1] . 
where = state vector of the plant and r is reference input. 
V. Genetic Algorithm Tuned Pole Placement With Integral Control
Genetic algorithms are global, parallel search and optimization methods founded on Darwinian principles. This works with a population of potential solutions to a problem. The population is evolved over generations to get the best possible solution [6] . Fig. 5 shows the flow chart of GA to search the feedback matrix gain which satisfies our requirement. In this algorithm first we create the initial population and check that our requirement is satisfied or not. In case it is not satisfied every time a new population is created by using few percent of champions and rest is from crossover of parents.
Fitness calculation is based on match method. The calculation is designed to find a K vector that will drive the state space model to within 5% of both user provided criteria. In order to match both criteria, a score is given to each (overshoot and settling time) and the maximum between those is given to the genome.
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If fitness value is feasible, feedback gain matrix is added to population along with fitness value otherwise discarded. Once the initial population is created it is sorted best on fitness value in increasing order. If the lowest fitness value satisfy user criteria the process is stop otherwise new generation is created again [8] . 
VI. Experimental Results
Fig . 6 shows the Simulink model of complete experimental control system for RIP (GRIP2001). Block is used to change input signal between in 2*pi period. In real control there are two API modules "Set Cart's Acc and Vel" and "Get Pend's Angle". These modules are used to set the arm acceleration and get pendulum and arm position also respectively [2] . Googoltech motion controller card (GT400-SV) provides API Module "Set Cart's Acc and Vel" and the same is taken as input to set the velocity and acceleration of rotating arm. Fig. 7 shows that swing-up time is nearly 3.5 sec. We can reduce it further by increasing the gain of acceleration taken as input for plant. There is a switch for switching in between the swingup and stabilizing controller according to the angle of pendulum from vertical position in real control block. In this experiment it is taken as 20 degree. We can see that very less control signal effort is required in case of genetic algorithm tuned pole placement with integral control in compare to dominant pole based pole placement with integral control.
During steady state arm position is at set initial position and pendulum is at vertical upright position as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. During vertical upright pendulum angle is maintained at equilibrium point (α = 0 radian) with a 2% error band as shown in Fig. 9 . 
VII. Conclusion
Natural frequency based swing up is an open loop swing up technique and it can swing up the pendulum without any feedback from encoder mounted on it. An experimental result for swing up of pendulum using natural frequency based technique is nearly 3.5 second shown as in Figure 6 . We can reduce it further by increasing the gain of acceleration taken as input for plant. Arm position is varying within 0.2 radian during swing-up.
The main advantages of genetic algorithm tuned pole placement with integral control, it consider the effect of zero in transient response and less control effort is required to get the desired response. Integral action eliminates the error in type 0 system.
